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Standard cable set
Weight

192 g (incl. all parts)

Cable
lenght

150 cm (longer cables available upon
request at additional cost)

Colour

White or black matt soft lacquer
depending on the colour of the
pendant

Lamp base

E27

Wattage

LED max 20 W

Information

The standard cable set includes the
lamp base, a textile cable, a ceiling
cup, a suspension screw and an
additional ring. A ceiling plug (pictured)
is included in the deliveries to Finland
and Sweden; deliveries to other
countries include a terminal block (not
pictured).
The standard cable set comes with the
models Secto 4200, Secto 4201,
Magnum 4202 (including extra steel
wires), Puncto 4203, Octo 4240, Victo
4250 and Kontro 6000.
Please check the separate ceiling cup
instruction leaflet for more details and
installation instructions.

Standard ceiling cup

https://www.sectodesign.fi/collection/octo-4240#references-wrapp

Height

11,2 cm / 12 cm (with ring)

Outer upper

Ø 12,2 cm / 13,1 cm (with ring)

Inner upper

Ø 11,8 cm / 12,2 cm (with ring)

Weight

58 g / 74 g (with ring)

Color

White or black matt soft lacquer
depending on the colour of the
pendant

Information

The standard ceiling cup includes an
additional ring, which enables leading
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the cable along the ceiling into the
ceiling cup. The additional ring can
also be used to cover a larger ceiling
socket.
Any extra length of the cable can be
swirled into the ceiling cup when
altering the hanging height of the
pendant.
The standard ceiling cup is a part of
the cable set which includes also the
lamp base, a textile cable, a
suspension screw and a ceiling plug or
terminal block.
The standard ceiling cup is used with
the models Secto 4200, Secto 4201,
Magnum 4202, Puncto 4203, Octo
4240, Victo 4250, Petite 4600 and
Kontro 6000.
Please check the separate ceiling cup
instruction leaflet for more details and
installation instructions.

Dezall lamptops
This Secto Design pendant uses the patented
ceiling suspension by Dezall. Easy and quick to
install, enables the ceiling cup to sit perfectly tight
against the ceiling.
Step 1

Fasten the cable into the screw at the
desired hanging height. Start with the
lower side hole, push it into the
channel and finish with the upper
side of hole. Hang on the ceiling
hook and connect.

Step 2

Arrange the spare cable and screw the
ceiling cup on the screw until the cup
sits tightly against the ceiling. If the
power cable comes from the side, use
the ring provided and push off one of
the side outlets to make room for the
cable.

https://www.sectodesign.fi/collection/octo-4240#references-wrapp
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Finish

White or black matt soft lacquer

Height

112 mm (120 with the additional ring)

Upper
diameter

118 mm inner / 122 mm outer (122/131
with ring)

Ceiling hook

Recommended length 15-46 mm (2054 with ring)

Textile cable

White or black – standard length 1.5 m
(other lengths available) – unearthed –
E27 – 230V – Max 42W
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